WHY SPX FLOW?
The Waukesha Cherry-Burrell brand 200 Series pumps, are ideal for applications that have limited NPSH available (down to 2 feet of NPSH) and require long dependable life with premium pumping efficiency (up to 75%). The unique design of the pump mounted to a JM (Pump) motor provides a short over-hung load with a one size seal that fits in all models, reducing maintenance and increasing the flexibility of your inventory. SPX FLOW offers a complete range of centrifugal pumps to meet your needs. When it comes to know-how, experience and product range within the field of hygienic pumps, you won't find a better business partner than SPX FLOW.

FEATURES
• 316L construction of wetted parts
• NEMA JM frame motor
• One seal size fits all pump models
• Impeller bolts directly to motor shaft
• Designed for cleanability
• External mechanical seal
• High efficient impeller and casing design

BENEFITS
• Minimal inventory service parts required
• Low NPSH requirements
• Simplified maintenance
• JM frame motors with larger bearing and shafts
• Reduced overhung load

ASK US ABOUT OUR OTHER INNOVATIVE PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES:
PD PUMPS • PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS • SEPARATORS • HOMOGENIZERS • VALVES • MIXERS

Based in Charlotte, North Carolina, SPX FLOW, Inc. (NYSE: FLOW) is a multi-industry manufacturing leader. For more information, please visit www.spxflow.com
• Contact your local Distributor for further information:

• (AFFIX DISTRIBUTOR LABEL HERE OR FILL IN CONTACT DETAILS)